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of youth employment. One tangible proof of this Output is the lished collection of knowledge development reports, begun befoi Taggart left and continued through 1980, which contain the plar documents, evaluations, and basic research reports completed b< 1981. The complete collection comprises raore than 70 reports, to 400 pages, color coded by topic, in the form they were rece] final products from research contractors, with short introducti explaining how their content relates to the overall set of gues around which the Knowledge development process was designed. Q behind this method of dissemination was to make äs much of the knowledge development research quickly available to policy make policy analysts, researchers, and practitioners äs possible anc synthesize it later. CEIS, at Brandeis, was to play the role c pulling the pieces together around common themes. Because of t abrupt way the process was terminated, the product of the feder Investment became those undigested reports, and the Brandeis s} continued later under private funding.
OYP began mailing the reports to potential consumers in mic In some quarters, notably Capitol Hill, this approach had the c of its intended effect. Some people, it appears, preferred the research in smaller bites. Nat Semple, former House minority s member, said facetiously, "We came to one morning and they back dumptruck up to the building and unloaded a ton of reports. Tb just wasn't useful."
The same people who ridicule the way the knowledge developn reports were disseminated, however, are generally complimentari background materials and "lessons from experience" papers that panied the Carter administration's youth initiative. These surr of the first two years of knowledge development were, in the vd Hill staff, written in language understandable to legislators, addressed to issues considered important on the Hill, and gener responsive to questions that arose in consideration of the yout initiative.
Reinforcing this perception from the Hill is the perception those who worked on the Carter youth initiative. Domestic Poli member Bill Spring argues, "I think there is broad agreement am those of us who worked in the White House that the Youth Initia probably the best-run policy-making exercise in the Carter year got the right Information to the right people, it forced the ed folks to talk to the employment and training folks, it forged a consensus on how to get at an important problem. You have to s none of that would have been done in the same way without the k development process to back it up."
Most of the supporting documents for the youth initiative vi be considered "research," in the strictest sense of that term, they were often couched in the language of "what works." They often took the form of recommended Standards, criteria, funding mechanisms, and institutional arrangements einerging from practi experience. Around these operational issues, a consensus began emerge in about 1980 that spans partisan loyalties and institut äffiliations. This consensus has had a significant influence o

